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I had so many different samples to choose from and so many different colors underneath – blue, yellow, orange and pink bases..
” She also took special care in creating RiRi Woo, because she wanted it to stand up to the original, Ruby Woo.

Her first collection in January 2014 featured a lipstick and lipglass in the same shade of red with a cool blue undertone and frost
finish.
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Rihanna was recently announced as the new spokesperson of MAC Cosmetics’s Viva Glam campaign, which raises funds and
awareness around Follow Rihanna Online facebook.. There will also be a summer collection which will include two more
lipsticks and a powder blush.. As for the packaging, it is a fun rose gold and pink color and decorated with RiRi’s famous “R”
sketch.. The increased by gold color is said to be one of Riri's makeup favorites Plus, her personal can make the products much
even more memorable.. Shop on eBay

Rihanna has multiple fragrances but this will be her first foray into cosmetics When it came to cosmetics, Rihanna was hands-
on.. The first collection, RiRi Woo was inspired by (and the lipstick’s famed ability to work on everyone’s skin tone) and will
launch in time with one of Rihanna’s concerts, on May 4-5 (and is pictured below).. For fall, there will be 16 new products (four
new lipsticks and a lipglass version of RiRi Woo) and false lashes.. What do you guys think of Rihanna and MAC teaming
up?[Images via WWD] Mac Rihanna CollectionRihanna has designed two lip color collections for MAC Cosmetics’ Viva Glam
fundraising line.. Also available, the modern red hues of Rihanna’s original VIVA GLAM collection.. This period Riri's
enthusiasts have much more interesting alternatives to choose from likened to the Riri Hearts MAC summer season 2013 make-
up series. e10c415e6f 
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